To explore the transverse changing of the water film in the course of charging graphene, we plot the evolution of the transverse density profile (TDP) g(z) with respect to q as shown in Fig. S1 . For q = 0.00  0.06 e, the TDP exhibits unimodal distribution, indicating monolayer water film. This is attributed to the fact that the structure of the initial water monolayer is hardly damaged in this range. As q approaches the ice-to-liquid transition point (around q = 0.07 e), the distribution starts to develop two peaks. In this case, some water molecules escape from the first layer and form a second layer due to the destruction of the hydrogen bonds (H bonds). With further increase of q, the TDP gradually develops three peaks, the positions of which decrease simultaneously. Moreover, these peaks become higher and narrow during this process, indicating the enhanced layering effect. The origin of these phenomena is the change of the water-water interaction from being attractive to repulsive, which induces the increase of the distance between water molecules, and the strengthened water-graphene interaction as q increases. It has been known that a water molecule, due to its shape, is a polar molecule with oxygen atom negatively charged and hydrogen atoms positively charged. Thus, the interaction energy between two water molecules comes from three parts: the induction force, the orientation force and the dispersion force 1 . For SPC/E water model, the equation for calculating the interaction energy can be expressed by
where C is the Coulomb's constant, u the dipole moment of a water molecule,  O-O and  O-O are the Lennard-Jones parameters for oxygen atoms (Fig. S2) . In our simulations, water molecules are usually parallel to each other, in which case, r O-O  r. In equation \* MERGEFORMAT (S1), the r -12 term represents repulsive interaction and takes effect in the short range, while the r -6 and r -3 terms take effect in the long range.
Comparing r -6 term and r -3 term, the r -6 term can be neglected if , 
SI 3: Evaluation of the Maxwellian relaxation time
Maxwellian relaxation time  is a concept in rheology. For the elastically deformed viscoelastic material having the properties of both elasticity and viscosity, there remained shear stresses in them when the deformation ceases. After a sufficiently long time, the internal stresses in the material almost disappear.
Maxwellian relaxation time is of the order of the time required for damping the stress 2 .
In our work, we applied the concept of the Maxwellian relaxation time to the confined water film on graphene, which is solid-like. 
SI 5: Phase transitions of water overlayer on negatively charged graphene
We plot the lateral oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function (RDF) parallel to the graphene surface in Fig. S5 . For q = -0.00  -0.05 e, the RDF shows long-ranged order, indicating ice phase, the structure of which is hexagonal as visualized in Fig.   S6 (a). For this range of q, the diffusion coefficient D (Fig. S7) is of the order of 10 -12
 10 -10 m 2 /s, further confirming the solid state. When q is varied across q c1 between -0.05 e and -0.06 e, the long-ranged character of the RDF changes to short-ranged abruptly accompanied by the increase of D to 10 -9 m 2 /s, suggesting the first-order solid to liquid (Fig. S6(b) ) phase transition. For q = -0.06 --0.12 e, the first peak of the RDF (r = 2.65 Å) becomes lower with the increase of q, indicating the evolution to more disordered structure. Simultaneously, the second peak increases, the position of which decreases from r = 4.45 Å to r = 3.75 Å. When q is increased to -0.12 e, the second peak outstrips the first peak. Further increase of q leads to the gradual disappearance of the peak at r = 2.75 Å and the increase of the new first peak, the position of which decreases from r = 3.75 Å to r = 3.55 Å, indicating the evolution to less disordered structure (Fig. S6(c) In this paper, we gradually increase the charge value of each carbon atom from 0.00  0.18 e to investigate phase transitions of water overlayer responding to the external electric field. The upper bound for the charge value is very important because it determines whether the system would break down.
The breakdown voltage of suspended graphene from the experiments 4, 5 is on the order of 1 V. According to the linear approximation for the low energy electronic dispersion relationship in graphene, the relationship between the excess charge density n on graphene and voltage V at temperature T is expressed by 6, 7 , \* MERGEFORMAT (S3) MERGEFORMAT (S3), we estimate the upper bound for the charge density on graphene to be of the order of 10 14  10 15 electron/cm 2 according to the breakdown voltage of graphene. In this paper, the upper bound for the charge value is 0.18 e, which corresponds to the charge density of 6.8710 14 electron/cm 2 . Thus, the range of the charge value (0.00  0.18 e) used in our simulations is feasible.
SI 7: Structure of water monolayer on graphene predicted by SPC/E and TIP4P
Although the TIP4P water model can qualitatively model phase transitions of bulk water as a response to the variation of temperature or pressure, it does not indicate that it can model the structure and phase transitions of water overlayer as a response to the variation of external electric field more accurately. We have compared the structure of water overlayer on graphene predicted by SPC/E and TIP4P, respectively, with that from experiments 8 as shown in Fig. S8 . The results show that 8 the structure predicted by SPC/E is closer to the experimental results than that by TIP4P. So we chose SPC/E to model the water molecules in our simulations. 
